
I N T R O D U C I N G

Your identity has every right to look beautiful

Pebble Sign



"
There are

divine things,
more beautiful

than words
can tell.

"



Our name is something that we identify ourselves with.
Every single achievement and success is accredited to this name that we have.
It is important to take care of this name and give it the attention that it deserves.
Name plate serves just this purpose. Thats why we are introducing

Pebble Sign



Designed by



It’s sophisticated organical shape was inspired by
beauty of nature and curved lines of pebbles.

Inspired by nature





Black, Tan Brown, Gold, Silver and White.
All finishes as gorgeous as Pebble itself.

Colours.
Another reason to love.



Black

Tan Brown Silver

Gold White



EASY TO CLEAN

Can be cleaned easily with a warm soapy water or using a mild 
glass cleaner.

CORROSION RESISTANCE

FRP composites do not rust or corrode and PU layer over the 
top is addition to the beauty.

GREAT LETTERS LEGIBILITY

Easily readable fonts are used to maintain maximum legibility at 
the desired distance.

LIFE LONG LETTERS

Letters are embedded under a thick polyurethane layer and 
makes it life long.

WEATHER RESISTANCE

Resistance to heat and water makes it successful in sunny and 
rainy atmosphere. It maintains a constant temperature.

PREMIUM LOOK

High gloss surface with beautiful pebble shape makes it look 
very high in class.















Letters are embedded under a thick polyurethane layer,
and makes it life long.

Great artwork life

Premium Base Coat

Embedded Artwork

Thick Clear PU Layer

Super Hydrophobic Coating



Dimensions
Sign Width
381 mm or 15 inch

Sign Height
381 mm or 15 inch

Name
23.5 mm or 0.92 inch

Home No.
82.5 mm or 3.25 inch

Street Name
17.5 mm or 0.67 inch

Sign Thickness
52.5 mm or 2 inch

Stud Length
20 mm or 0.75 inch



Technically Speaking

Visibility

Letter visibility distance for letter height of 3 inch

Distance for best impact - 30 feet

Max. readable distance - 100 feet

Weight, Colours, Design

Weight:

5.62 pounds (2.55 kg) approx.

*Size and weight vary by colour and manufacturing process.

Colours:

Black  -  White  -  Tan Brown  -  Gold  -  Silver

Design:

Made with FRP

Embedded letters with thick PU

Superhydrophobic Coating

In The Box

Pebble Home Sign

Fixing Hardware (Set of 3)

Allen Key

Installation Manual

Documentation

Level Paper & Holes Marking



3 Different Layouts

to choose from

brook road

mark richard

608
mark richard

608 608



Flambird is a design and innovation enterprise based out of Ludhiana, an industrial town 
in the state of Punjab in Northern India. Jagjit, a successful interior designer, whose 
passion is to create things and has a very fine eye for detailing in design, founded 
Flambird. The other Partner and Co Founder of the company, Gurmeet, though much 
elder in age than Jagjit, shares the same vision for the company. Together they have 
built a very capable and diverse team at Flambird.

The entire team at Flambird believes in dreaming about new designs and innovative 
products, which they make a reality. Quality and utmost excellence are the top important 
parameters of work done at Flambird. Benchmarking is always done with the best in the 
world and Jagjit never lets anyone in the company to settle for anything less than the 
best.

The inspiration of the name Flambird comes from the Flamingo Bird as the Founders are 
inspired by the long flights taken by Flamingos to far off places. Flambird is a journey of 
this dedicated team creating products which are going to touch the lives of millions of 
people.

Who we are

One vision that drives us



Enquiry : +91 843 734 0079  |  info@flambird.com  |  www.flambird.com

Regd. Office : 13588, Lane# 7, Parbhat Nagar, Dholewal, Ludhiana 141003, Punjab, India

Corporate Office : SCF 37, 1st Floor, Main Market, Sarabha Nagar, Ludhiana 141001, Punjab, India  |  +91 987 661 5481  

Manufacturing Unit : 10/B-20, GuruRam Dass Road, Dhandari Kalan, Ludhiana-141010, Punjab, India  |  +91 981 420 0858


